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Abstract

Usually the inventive problems arise during the
conceptual design. Known methods and theories of
engineering design do not work for the inventive
problems. In contrast TRIZ [1-3] handles such
problems relatively well. A brief review of some
important TRIZ concepts and detail description of a
new glance to problems presentations are given along
with a short discussion of possible links between
TRIZ and knowledge-based AI systems. The
important attributes of the inventive problems - their
difficulty, structure and complexity - are outlined.

1. Introduction

The engineer’s job is in large part the resolution of
numerous problems during design of new products or
processes or improvements of production or technology.
During the conceptual design and later stages of a product
life-time the problem-solving effectiveness depends on
¯ quality or rationality of the solution;
¯ speed of the problem resolution;
¯ acceptance of a solution.
TRIZ [1-3] allows to obtain very high-quality conceptual
solutions in short time with high level of recognition. TRIZ
is especially effective for so-called inventive problems.
The Inventive Problem is a problem which includes a
contradiction and/or for which a path to a solution is
unknown.
That is why this methodology became very popular firstly
in Russia and more recently in USA and Japan.

TRIZ [ 1-3] uses deep knowledge extracted from a
special patents analysis for solving the inventive problems
while traditional AI [4,5] is based on cognitive sciences or
relatively shallow knowledge of experts. The first approach
is possible when G.S. Altshuiler, the creator of TRIZ,
recognized in 1956 that the same fundamental problem
(contradiction) has been addressed by a number 
inventions in different areas of technology. This is more
apparent if the inventive problem is presented in

technology-free terminology. G.S. Altshuller also observed
that the same fundamental solutions were used over and
over again in techniques, so it gives a fundament of
applicability of CBR and ontologies developed in the
framework of AI [4,5] to real engineering word.

Almost all works on TRIZ are about "solutions",
in this paper we will concentrate on "problems". First we
discuss briefly what the inventive problem and
contradictions are from TRIZ point of view [2], and then
consider different aspects of the inventive problems.

2. Some TRIZ elements

TRIZ [1-3] combines a few principal
philosophical ideas (as, for example, the contradiction,
ideality, evolution), common engineering sense and rules of
thumb with huge knowledge bases about natural and
technical phenomena (organized as the pointers for
possible variants of a technical function performance) into
the methodology for problems solving. For understanding
of problems presentations in the next section let briefly
discuss significant TRIZ elements (mode details can be
found in Ref. 1-3 or at WWW site of The TRIZ Experts).

2.1. Contradictions

TRIZ states that the most effective inventive
solution of a problem is usually such solution that
overcomes some contradictions. Contradiction means
literally "saying ’No’", but more generally refers to
propositions which assert apparently incompatible or
opposite things. TRIZ borrows the dialectic concept of
contradictions from Hegel’s critique of Formal Logic.
Different types of contradictions [2] are analyzed in TRIZ
(see the figure I). It seems possible to design an ontology
for contradictions in the frameworks of TRIZ and AI [ 1-4].
Usually the routine technical problems are solved by
trading off one thing for something else, and the inventive
problems are solved through resolution of the
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contradictions. Presently TRIZ provides the most
sufficient methods of resolution for the so-called Technical
and Physical contradictions [1-3] in technical systems. It
seems that many mathematical contradictions can be
resolved in the framework of AI. Natural and Human-like
contradictions can be often presented as constrains for
technical problems. The names Technical and Physical
contradictions are traditional for TRIZ. Their meaning is
the following [ 1-3]:

Technical Contradiction - an interconnection between
two sub-systems (or independent functions) when
improvement of one of the sub-system (function) causes
deterioration of the other one and vice versa;

Physical Contradiction - a demand to the elementary sub-
system (function) of technical systems to have essentially
contrary properties (parameters) in order to satisfy different
requirements.

Contradictions

NATURAL

Cosmological Fundamental

HUMAN-LIKE

Individual Managerial Economical

TECHNIQUE-LIKE

Mathematical Technical Physical

Figure 1. Types of contradictions. Note, that usually
difficulties of resolution of contradiction increase from the
bottom to the top, and from the left to the right side of the
each line of this figure.

The definitions and transitions between other types of
contradictions are explained in details in [2].

2.2. Simplified presentation of technical
systems in TRIZ

Without any doubts the technical systems have the
biggest known diversity. Nevertheless, it seems possible
to describe the majority of the technical systems in quite
generic terms. The (technical) system is some multitude
of interrelated elements or sub-systems which possesses
the features that are not bringing to the features of
separate elements [1-3]. The important concept that is
used both in TRIZ and AI is structure-function-behavior
presentation of a technical systems (products and

processes). The almost self-explanation names like sub-
and super-system, useful (UF) and harmful (HF)
functions are included in TRIZ slang [3,2]. Generally, any
system has certain characteristics not equal to a simple
summation of its constitutive sub-systems (otherwise, there
would be no sense in existence of the system). Any system
is a subsystem of more general super-system. A system
can be included in several super-systems. Most of
technical systems have all (or operate with) of the
following major sub-systems : the energy source,
transmission, working part and control element [1,3].
These and other sub-systems are systems, in their turn for
the sub-systems of their own and so on. Therefore, a
system, its sub-systems and super-systems form hierarchy,
i.e. arrangement of parts in its series from the lowest grade
to the highest in a multilevel structure. Any technical
system has subordinate subsystems, and this system serves
as a component for a higber-level super-system.
Any technical system is designed to accomplish some
series of useful functions, to achieve certain goals. Among
them one may distinguish primary (principal) ones for the
accomplishment of which the system is strictly being
created; secondary ones reflecting subsidiary goals of the
system creators; auxiliary ones ensuring the
accomplishment of the primary functions [ 1-3].
Any technical system evolves in time, see the figure 2
drafted on the base of Altshuller’s idea [1].

Figure 2. A simple multi-screen presentation of the
system’s evolution that helps keep a whole picture of a
problem under the investigation at the time of the
decomposition of the problem during its solving [,2].
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3. Problems

Usually only 2 categories of problems are
recognized during the problem solving in the framework of
a’aditional TRIZ [ 1 ]. These categories are termed the mini-
problems and maxi-problems in TRIZ.
The mini-problem occurs when the system remains
unchanged or is simplified, but disadvantages disappear or
a desirable improvement is achieved. In this ease the
following tasks can be performed for such reengineering
problems [ 1-3]:

Substrate-Field Analysis
Function / Sub-systems Analysis
Contradiction Analysis
Constraint Analysis

The maxi-problem does not intrude any constraints on the
possible changes: in this case, a new system based on a
novel principle of functioning can be developed. In this
case all above tasks (except the constraint analysis) can 
performed for such concept generation problems with [2,3]:

Evolution Forecast Analysis
VA-VE/Ideality Analysis.

Recognition of the right problem is the most
significant processes in innovation. Therefore, let us again
discuss various aspects of a problem itself. From our point
of view the technical problems can be classified according
to their difficulty, complexity, structure, the
understanding of the problem space, and the nature of the
solution space, etc. There are two important sides for
solution of any inventive problem - the problem itself and
experience and creativity of the solver. We will discuss the
human-independent factors (difficulty and structure of 
problem) first and then the human-dependent factor
(complexity of a problem).

3.1. Difficulty

Difficulty of a problem can be defined in terms of
the number of variables of concern. Thus simple "light"
technical problems are those involving a few variables.
They often can be solved by an individual, while
complicated "heavy" problems are those involving many
variables can be solved usually by a team of engineers from
different technical fields. The problem space is defined in
terms of the original problem statement and ranges from
known to unknown causes of the problem. Known causes
contain all the information necessary to define the
objectives, constraints, variables, and assumptions of the
problems. The problem solver does not need to make any
assumptions in order to solve the problem because the
cause of problem is known, but may need to translate the

problem statement into language more familiar to the
problem solver. If causes are unknown, problems may
contain too much or too little information.

From this point of view all problems can be represented in
simple two-dimension scheme as shown at the figure 2.

t~

O

Known

Unknown

C

A

D

B

Problem’s Possible Cause
Unknown

Figure 3. A simple classification of problems

The solution space is defined in terms of the uniqueness of
the acceptable solution. The solution space is defined as
closed if there are only some (and often the only one)
solutions of a problem formulation. If several solutions are
possible, or if the problem is satisfying rather than
optimizing, the problem solution space becomes open and a
direction for search of solutions becomes unknown.
Let us introduce simple model for a degree of difficulty D
of a problem that can be defined by the ratio:

D = V/S,

where V is the number of possible variants, and S is the
number of possible paths that lead to acceptable solutions.
The higher this ratio is, the more difficult the problem is
and the longer time is usually necessary to resolve the
problem. At a first glance the D value does not depend on
the ability of a solver, but this assumption is correct only if
a solver knows ALL possible variants and can perform
ALL possible trials. Usually the last can be legitimate
mostly for computers, but not for human beings. That is
why, perhaps, the expert systems (popular in AI) are not
good enough for the real inventive problems. On the other
hand, the expert systems can be very useful for many
problems from the quadrant A.
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In contrast, the inventive problems are the technical (and,
perhaps, others ) problems in quadrants B, C and D. The
reason of such situation can be complexity (ill-definition)
of a problem or initially unknown direction of search for
possible problem’s solutions, i.e., subjective and objective
factors. Note, that traditionally TRIZ operates with the so-
called level of problem (see the appendix) instead of its
difficulty D. The level of an inventive problem with
relatively finite small number of possible solutions can be
estimated as log (D). As empirical TRIZ studies showed [2]
the difficulty D of a problem depends non-monotonously
on number of constrains per sub-system, that was confirm
recently in AI calculations [6].

3.2. Structures

Because of diversity of various technical systems,
problems that can occurs in these systems have different
native structure. Unfortunately, rarely pure "parent-child"
relations occur for technical problems, so it is difficult to
built traditional AI graphs for such problems [4,5].
Nevertheless, it is important to recognize the problem’s
structure because different TRIZ problem solving tools
work better or worse for different problems [2].
Clarification of a structure of problem should provide the
easiest way to operate with the knowledge databases of
TRIZ. For simplicity we will operate with sub-systems of a
technical system in this paper, although the proposed ideas
are also correct for the technical functions. The main
structures can be described briefly as:

Point problems have the physical or natural contradictions
or NO contradictions at all. Point problems with the
physical contradiction are usually hidden, but they are often
the root cause of all other problems. Point problems with
the natural contradiction are usually the subject of research
that has to be performed in natural sciences. Often the
natural contradictions are constraints in the system
development.
In non-contradiction case the point problem are required to
produce practically unconstrained different ideas, so
creative methods for idea generation as brainstorming,
synectics, lateral thinking, etc. [7] are quite useful for this.

Pair problems have the single technical contradiction.
They usually appear after reduction of inventive situation
to a set of independent technical contradictions.

Linear problems have chains of contradictions. They
usually can be presented as a sequence of independent
technical and physical contradictions.

Star problems have set of independent technical
contradictions. They usually appear when one characteristic

(or sub-system) k of a system gets better, but other I, m, n,
... get worse. If contradictions A with B, C and D are
independent, the Star problems can be reduced to the Pair
problems. Note that a star problem often has a hidden
physical contradiction.

Network problems have set of dependent contradictions.
They appear when 1, m, and n depend on each other and/or
can be dependent on k, hence we have several technical
and/or physical contradictions that are linked. Network
problems become one of the structure simplification
targets in TRIZ if the idea of mathematical contradictions is
serviceable to resolve problems.
In the particular case when a network/star problem has (or
can be separated by) triples, such problem can be often
resolved by the Su-Fields Analysis [1-3].

Hierarchical problems have organized set of mostly
human-like and technique-like contradictions, while Puzzle
problems have disordered loops between previous
structures.
Hierarchical and Puzzle problems cannot be solved "as
is". An algorithm for their simplification have been
developed by the author. Perhaps better algorithms should
be proposed in AI framework.

It seems possible to figure out similar ranges of problems’
structures in technique and management [2], so it seems
beneficial to present simple structures of problems in terms
of useful (UF) and harmful (HF) functions of a system:

POINT with the physical contradiction : Find a way to
enhance, provide UF, that eliminates, reduces, prevents or
does not cause HF. in the SAME subsystem, i.e.

UF, causes HF..

PAIR: Find a way to resolve a SINGLE technical
contradiction by which (UF) should eliminate [HF] and
should not cause preliminary [HF] in ANOTHER
subsystem or/and (UF) should provide preliminary (UF)
and should not cause [HF] in ANOTHER subsystem, i.e.

UF, causes or/and require HFk (k=/=n).

The pair problem is defined by two sub-systems and at
least one link (causes or require).

STAR: Find a way to resolve a FEW technical
contradictions by which (UF) should eliminate a few
INDEPENDENT [HF], i.e.

UF~ causes HFk, HFI, HFm .... (k=/=l =/=m=/=n).

LINEAR: Find a way to benefit, eliminate, reduce or
prevent HF under the SEQUENCE condition of UF or/and
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to perform the SEQUENCE steps of a system
improvement, i.e.

UF~.1 is required for UF. and UF.+I is required for UF.
or

UF. is introduced to eliminate HFk , while UF~.t is
introduced to eliminate HFk.l(k=l=n).

Two simple types of these problems structures are shown at
the figure 3.

POINT

Subsystem N

PAIR

Subsystem N
A

o

|

HFk UFk

Subsystem K

Figure 4. Examples of Point and Pair problems
.~ cause, ................... ~ require

The understanding of the problem’s structure gives a
strategy and helps choose appropriate information needed
for solving the inventive problems. From the presented
point of view it is possible to label the so-called physical
contradictions as ANDNOT operator and present the so-
called technical contradictions through XOR operators.
Hence, TRIZ [2] deals with more complicated situations to
compare with the relatively simple AND/OR graphs that
are studied in AI [4,5]. Note also that in engineering reality
simple The logical operators AND together with OR can be
more complicated, for example, when the output behavior
occurs only if all (or part of all) input functions take place
in some usually predetermined order.

3.3. Complexity

In contrast to the difficulty D of a problem and its
structure that do not depend on the ability of a solver, the

complexity of problem is a subjective matter. A
representation of complexity is classified along an ill-
defined versus well-defined continuum. Problems are well-
defined to the extent that they are repetitive, routine, and
most of their elements (i.e., forces, interactions, and
constraints of the system and its component sub-systems)
are known and can be solved solely by standardized or
automated procedures. It is possible to apply computer
programs or standard operational procedures or solutions
that worked in the past to solve a current well-defined
problem. For such problems adequate amount of
information is important.
In contrast, ill-defined problems are ones where the inputs
and outputs of the solution system have not all been
defined or there may be cases where there is inadequate,
irrelevant or conflicting information provided to a problem
solver. In addition the information important for the
problem can be poorly understood by the solver. The iU-
defined problems can have closed (with a finite number of
correct answers) or open (with many solutions that satisfy
the requirements) solution spaces.
From the experience of solving numerous real problem
collected in TRIZ follows that it is important NOT to
identify all possible information for an ill-defined problems
but TRY to define the set of criteria that can be used to
select the most important dilemmas. If there are only a few
criteria in the set, basic optimization concepts of AI can be
used [4,5]. In cases where there are multiple objectives,
then objective or subjective multi-objective concepts may
be needed to select a solution of closed ill-defined problem.
Since open solution space allows many alternative
solutions to be acceptable, traditional AI optimizing
procedures seem not applicable, although the recent
progress [6] is quite promising.
Therefore, the adequate knowledge about a technical
system is determined by the origin, number and links
between the subsystems that the problem solver has to find.
These elements are the difference between what the
problem solver knows and what is adequate knowledge
about the system in order to solve the problem. For AI
models, where the rules and set up of each individual agent
are predetermined, there are no unknowns. Thus, there is
no problem complexity in tasks that can be resolved by
computer. Determining the outcome of running the model
is strictly a mechanical process that can be done without a
human being. If the problem is to get a theoretical solution,
the unknowns may be one thing, while if the problem is to
get a practical solution, they may be another set entirely.
The comparison of an ill-defined complex problem versus a
simple well-defined problem is time-depended, because the
knowledge grows with time. Any technical problem is not
inherently well- or ill-defined but depends on how often the
person has faced the problem or ones similar and ability to
recognize this similarity. The knowledge of the problem
solver is embedded also in the solver’s presentation of a
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model of the system. Every problem involves a model /
simple or complicated, correct or incorrect/of the system
to which the problem is related. TRIZ provides knowledge
bases of natural phenomena and technical effects that
allows to increase the solver’s erudition. These bases are
designed as the pointers on physical, chemical,
geometrical, biological, technical, etc. effects that can
perform the required function [1-3]. It seems that these
knowledge bases can be improved on the basis of AI
development of ontologies.

4. Conclusion

The underground assumption for solving invention
problems with TRIZ tools is decomposition of state space
for the problem down to one or a few contradictions. At the
same time TRIZ allows to keep the system approach during
the solving process [2]. In addition the knowledge
databases of analogies are applied to solve the problem [I-
3]. In the framework of TRIZ, in order to convert a
difficult, complex problem with confused structure into a
simple one; it is essential to reformulate the problem in
terms of distinguish technical systems (sub-systems, super-
systems) and functions (primary, secondary); it 
significant to crystallize a contradiction in the problem; and
it is important to systematically collect, organize and
document all important information related to the situation.
After such conversion most of inventive technical problems
can be solved relatively easy with known TRIZ tools [1-3].

Last 40 years AI and TRIZ have been developing
independently. It seems that they can enrich each other if
multidisciplinary researches are done.

I would like to thank Valery Souchkov and
Gregory Yezersky for stimulating discussions.

Appendix: Levels of Inventions and Inventive

Problems

G. S. Altshuller proposed to separate all technical
problems and solutions into $ levels [1] discussed briefly
below. The level is a quantitative characteristic that cannot
be calculated. The level can usually be estimated by
experts, and is based upon several criteria such as the
extent of system change produced by the solution, the
theoretical number of trials to a solution. Level is not a
property of a new technical system, it only mirrors the size
of differences of a new system from the prototype.
Level 1: Regular. Routine design problems solved (after 

few dozen attempts) by methods well known within the
specialty or inside a company.

Level 2: Improvement. Development of an existing
system that is changed qualitatively, but not substantially,
usually due to application of non-common methods from
the same industry with some knowledge additional to the
inventor specialization or/and some creative effort.
Level 3: Invention inside paradigm. Essential
improvement and radical change of the existing system
utilizing the methods / knowledge from other fields,
sometimes far from the existing system’s industry.
Level 4: Breakthrough outside paradigm. Creating a
new generation of the system, the solution usually cannot
be obtained in technology, but rather can be found in
science.
Level 5: Discovery. Pioneer invention of an radically new
system is usually based on a major discovery in some basic
(or new) science.
TRIZ focuses on the principles used in Level 2, 3 and 4
problems solutions [1,3]. Usually just these problems
named as inventive in TRIZ papers. TRIZ provides a
structured approach for effective solving of problems at the
levels 2-4 with several tools [1-3]
The evaluation of a level is, obviously, subjective.
However, subjectiveness decreases when a big number of
solutions is classified. There are ways to get consensus
(e.g., Delphi technique). Usually a relatively small group
of best inventions can be separated rather unanimously
from the pool of patents under the investigation according
to rules. Moreover, the evaluation of solution’s level is
time-dependent. In general, Level is related to the solution
and to the problem, since a single problem can have
solutions at different levels and in opposite a good solution
can resolve a few problems at various levels.
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